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Review

Sampling in Stars Hollow

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7sBzhII-sNA


The Normal Distribution



The Normal Distribution

Characteristics:

Symmetrical

Mean=median

Mean=center point

Standard Deviation = size of the bands (tall or wide the
distribution is)

Properties:

68% of observations are ± 1 standard deviation of the mean

95% of observations are ± 2 standard deviations of the mean

99% of observations are ± 3 standard deviations of the mean



The Normal Distribution



The central limit theorem

Why do we care? We only get to draw one sample!

If I take repeated samples, the sample means will be normally
distributed around the true population mean

With enough draws, the mean of the sample mean = the
population mean

Regardless of the shape of the original distribution, with a
large number of samples (N > 100) it will approximate normal



The central limit theorem

Why do we care? We only get to draw one sample!

If I take repeated samples, the sample means will be normally
distributed around the true population mean

With enough draws, the mean of the sample mean = the
population mean

Regardless of the shape of the original distribution, with a
large number of samples (N > 100) it will approximate normal

We can use the sample mean and properties of the normal
distribution to determine the range in which the true
population mean resides



Demonstrating the central limit theorem

Flip a coin 10 times (everyone is 1 sample with 10
observations)

With 0=Tails and 1=heads, calculate the mean number of
heads (btw 0-10)

Plot the frequency of sample means

If we take enough samples, the distribution of sample means
should approximate the normal distribution. If we take the
mean of the sample means, this should approximate the
population mean of 5
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Confidence intervals

So how do we know if our one draw is a good one? Is what I draw
random luck? We can state a confidence interval such that
the true value is between two values with 95% (or 99%)
confidence

How often do we want to change being wrong?

We are usually okay being wrong 5% of the time or having
95% confidence.

What if we don’t know the population parameters?

We can use calculate the standard error instead of the
standard deviation
Standardizes the deviation by the number of observations

σx̄ =
σ̂√
N



Confidence intervals

If we have interval data:

X̄ ± 2 ∗ σ̂√
N

If we have binary data:

p̂ ± 2 ∗
√

(p̂)(1− p̂)

N



Chapter 6, Problem 8

We collect data from the FEC (Federal Election Committee)
cataloguing all individual contributions to a given presidential
primary campaign. The mean is $575 and the standard deviation is
250. If the sample size was 625 and we wanted to use a 95%
confidence interval, what would we be able to confidently claim is
the true mean contribution level for the population?



Chapter 6, Problem 8

Return to our formula for confidence intervals:

X̄ ± 2 ∗ σ̂√
N

Where the standard error is:

σx̄ =
σ̂√
N

Then fill in the values for X̄ and σ̂.



Chapter 6, Problem 8

575± 2 ∗ 250√
(625)

575± 2 ∗ 250

25

575± 2 ∗ 10

575± 20

(555, 595)

We can conclude with 95% confidence that the true population
mean is between 555 and 595.



Chapter 6, Problem 8

What if the sample size doubled to 1250? What is the range for
the true mean contribution level for the population now?



Chapter 6, Problem 8

575± 2 ∗ 250√
(1250)

575± 2 ∗ 250

35.36

575± 2 ∗ 7.07

575± 14.14

(560.86, 589.14)

We can conclude with 95% confidence that the true population
mean is between 560.86 and 589.14.



Chapter 8, Problem 3

A European newspaper states that 72% of people support stricter
restrictions on immigration from non-EU countries (28%) do not.
The newspaper surveyed 500 people. What can we expect the
range of population support to be?

Margin of error: √
(p̂)(1− p̂)

N

Confidence Interval:

p̂ ± 2 ∗
√

(p̂)(1− p̂)

N



Chapter 8, Problem 3

Margin of error: √
(p̂)(1− p̂)

N√
0.72 ∗ 0.28

500
0.021

Confidence Interval:

p̂ ± 2 ∗
√

(p̂)(1− p̂)

N

0.72± 2 ∗ (0.021)

0.72± 0.042

0.678, 0.762

We can conclude with 95% confidence that the true population
proportion of support for restricted immigration is between 0.699
and 0.741.



Hypothesis Testing

Given that we still have one draw from the population, is the
observed difference in our DV small enough to attribute to random
luck? Does our result rely on the particular sample we drew or
does it exist because of a real underlying phenomenon in the
population we care about?

Step 1: State hypothesis
Step 2: Formulate a null hypothesis (a population parameter
equals a specific value)
Step 3: Formulate an alternative hypothesis (a population is
greater than, equal to, or does not equal a specific value - this
comes from the hypothesis)
Step 4: Descriptively check to see if your hypothesis holds (Is
there a difference?)
Step 5: Is our observation statistically significant or
attributable to random chance? (Does the confidence interval
cross the value in the null hypothesis?)



Hypothesis Testing

Step 1: State hypothesis

Ex. Democrats donate more to political campaigns than
Republicans.

Step 2: Formulate a null hypothesis (a population parameter
equals a specific value)

The null hypothesis is always that there will be no difference
Democrats will donate equally to Republicans
Therefore,H0 : XD − XR=0
Most generally, X2 − X1 = 0 or p2 − p1 = 0

Step 3: Formulate an alternative hypothesis (a population
does not equal a specific value)

The alternative hypothesis is what we are testing. What does
our hypothesis expect? What would support for our hypothesis
look like?
Democrats donate more than Republicans (or simply,
Democrats donate differently than Republicans)
H1: XD − XR 6= 0 or XD − XR > 0



Hypothesis Testing

Step 4: Descriptive check: X̄2 − X̄1

X̄D=200
X̄R=175
Does our hypothesis appear to hold?
200-175= 25

Step 5: Step 5: Inferentially compare means, find significance

Assume sD = 15 and we sampled 200 democrats; Assume
sR = 12 and we sampled 300 republicans.
Use the formula to calculate the margin of error

σ(X̄2−X̄1) ≈

√
s2

1

N1
+

s2
2

N2



Hypothesis Testing

σ(X̄1−X̄2) ≈

√
s2

1

N1
+

s2
2

N2√
152

200
+

122

300
√

1.125 + 0.48

= 1.266



Hypothesis Testing

Fill in the values from steps 4 and 5 to calculate the confidence
interval for the difference in means 95%

X̄2 − X̄1 ± 2 ∗

√
s2

1

N1
+

s2
2

N2

200− 175± 1.266

25± 1.266

(23.73, 26.26)



Hypothesis Testing

How do we interpret the results?

”We can be 95% confident that the true difference in
campaign contributions between Democrats and Republicans
is between $23.73 and $26.26.”

Is this significant?

Notice that the confidence interval does not cross 0.

If the confidence does not cross the parameter in the null
hypothesis (0), then we can 95% sure that the true value is
indeed different.

In other words I can be 95% sure that Democrats contribute
more than Republicans.

We could say ”I do reject the null” or that this is ”statistically
significant”



Chapter 7, Problem 8

A sample is taken measuring the total contributions given by
individuals to a Senate candidate. The following figures are
produced.

Conservatives: XC=580, sC=225 and NC=750

Liberals: XL=450, sC=185 and NL=600

Can you confidently state for the population from which the
samples were drawn that conservatives gave more (> 0) than
liberals? In other words, can the difference be explained by drawing
a luck sample?



Hypothesis Testing

Conservatives: XC=580, sC=225 and NC=750
Liberals: XL=450, sC=185 and NL=600

Step 1: State hypothesis

Step 2: Formulate a null hypothesis (a population parameter
equals a specific value)

Step 3: Formulate an alternative hypothesis (a population is
greater than, equal to, or does not equal a specific value - this
comes from the hypothesis)

Step 4: Descriptively check to see if your hypothesis holds (Is
there a difference?)

Step 5: Is our observation statistically significant or
attributable to random chance? (Does the confidence interval
cross the value in the null hypothesis?)



Chapter 7, Problem 8

Step 1: Conservatives gave more than liberals

Step 2: H0: XC − XL = 0

Step 3: H1: XC − XL > 0 or XC − XL 6= 0

Step 4: 580− 450 > 0

Step 5:

X̄2 − X̄1 ± 2 ∗

√
s2

1

N1
+

s2
2

N2



Chapter 7, Problem 8

Start by figuring out the standard error of the mean difference

σ(X̄1−X̄2) ≈

√
s2

1

N1
+

s2
2

N2√
2252

750
+

1852

600
√

67.50 + 57.04

= 11.16



Chapter 7, Problem 8

X̄2 − X̄1 ± 2 ∗

√
s2

1

N1
+

s2
2

N2

(580− 450)± 11.16

130± 11.16

(118.84, 141.16)

I can be 95% sure that the true difference between liberals and
conservatives is between 118.84 and 141.16.

I can be 95% sure that my confidence interval does not cross 0.
This means that ”I reject the null” and this is ”statistically
significant”


